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Title: 2009 Top Ten IC Manufacturing Equipment Suppliers
Santa Clara, CA – March 10, 2010: VLSI Research Inc has announced the Top Ten IC
Manufacturing Equipment Suppliers for 2009.
Usually VLSI’s top 10 equipment suppliers’ announcement highlights the semiconductor
equipment industry’s achievements during the previous year. This time it is difficult to highlight
specific achievements; but how about this: All suppliers that were listed in the 2008 top 10
announcement survived 2009. Considering the events in late 2008 and the first half 2009, to be
listed as one of the top 10 equipment suppliers in 2009 means that these companies are truly top
players in this industry. They have staying power, technology, products, and management skills
far beyond many companies and industries that were decimated in 2009.
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The statistics of the top 10 IC equipment suppliers show that equipment sales declined 38.2% in
2009 after a 26% decline in 2008. Thus, semiconductor equipment sales have declined more
than 50% over the last two years. None of the industry segments or regions were saved: the top
litho equipment suppliers’ sales declined 38.9%, North American equipment suppliers declined
36.9%, Japanese equipment suppliers declined 35.6%, and European equipment suppliers
declined 44.5% during 2009. Any way we try to cut the statistics, equipment sales declined
around 40% in 2009.

Here is how the individual companies in the top 10 made it through 2009:

Applied Materials easily maintained its leadership as the largest equipment company.
AMAT IC equipment sales started to recover about one quarter earlier than the industry giving it
better sales momentum in the fourth quarter. Applied showed the same competitive advantage
they have had over the last few cycles: reacting early and quickly to the signs an upturn was
underway. Product development focused both on technology and productivity. AMAT introduced
the Vantage® Astra™ millisecond anneal system, with completely new laser technology. They
also announced a new and highly improved CMP tool, the Reflexion GT.

Tokyo Electron maintained high levels of business with its major North American customer.
This helped TEL maintain reasonable business levels when sales to memory customers rapidly
declined. Early in the year TEL announced its new Trias™ tungsten deposition tool and added
more capabilities in the integrated metrology portfolio.

ASML sustained its lithography leadership through continued R&D spending. The company
spent $8M on R&D for each scanner it shipped in 2009. ASML continued to drive the holistic
lithography concept, which has clearly started to benefit customers as they drive the k1 lower with
multi exposure patterning.

Nikon leaped to fourth position in 2009. The company had a healthy business as the primary
immersion scanner supplier to Intel.

The company announced the outstanding NSR-S620D

scanner at the recent SPIE conference showing its high commitment to R&D through the
downturn.

KLA-Tencor was one of the most productive companies during the year. K-T announced
three new defect inspection tools and two new reticle inspection tools. With these new tools K-T
simply showed they are unmatched in process diagnostics.

Lam Research continued to lead in etch and finished the integration of the SEZ.

Dainippon Screen acquired Sokudo back from Applied Materials.

The company also

continued its leadership in the wet processing equipment segments.

ASMI International continues to deepen its leadership in HKMG deposition. A number of
leading logic IDMs and foundries announced they will be adopting ASMI’s Pulsar ALD for HKMG.
In the back-end ASM Pacific was the leader among equipment suppliers.

Novellus took the leadership in product and application introductions, proving they arguably
have the most productive R&D organization in the industry. The company announced numerous
applications, products, and enhancements. All were targeted for 32 and 22nm applications. They
should have a very bright future over the next two nodes.

Teradyne gained two positions from 2008. The company clearly benefited from its position as
the leading SOC test company. Teradyne correctly bet on the early signs of an upturn, allowing
them a recovery in the summer. During 2009 Teradyne completed its Eagle Test acquisition and
introduced the new Magnum 2x memory tester.

The Next Five section shows the upcoming companies. Aixtron made its first appearance, driven
by booming HBLED markets. The company grew its business during 2009, mainly benefiting
from the MOCVD equipment sales to HBLED suppliers.
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